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Squid Season
Albert’s Column
The squid season is over.....those
‘free-feeds’ of squid are gone for
another year at the Auckland Islands.
‘Offally-good squid guts’ have been
harder to come by this season with
only a dozen of those ‘big steel lunch
boxes’ in the fishery. The season
started early but it was ’a flash in the
pan’ then there was nothing for
months, it wasn’t until mid May before
this seasons squid turned up with
consistent catches and our ‘freelunches’ started!
Most of my smaller cousins have
migrated to Northern Hemisphere,
those crazy kamikaze mutton-bird’s
head off to Japan and California,
Mable and I need to do a few more
weeks feeding the chick and we can
all get off this cold rock. I have set the
flight plan for us Royals, for the
7,500km trip to the warmer weather
of South America.

The Auckland Island (SQU6T) squid
fishing finished around the middle of June
this year, the season started early (midJanuary) with good catches of large size
squid in the last week of January,
unfortunately it was probably last year’s
age-class and didn’t last long!
The new season’s squid was very late to
arrive and there were some worried vessel
operators as the usual best catching
months of March and April went by with
very little squid, finally it arrived in decent
volumes, around mid May, and there was
reasonable fishing for 3 to 4 weeks with a
season catch around the same as last
season (last year’s SQU6T catch was
round 10,000 tonnes, this is well down on
the previous 5 seasons average of 14, 000
tonnes)
Only 12 vessels were fishing SQU6T (last
season 17 vessels) a lot of the fishing
effort went into SQU1T on the Snares
Shelf as fishing was poor for long periods
in SQU6T, while steady squid catches
were reported at the Snares there was a lot
of barracouta catch mixed in with the
squid.

There were far less seabird captures this
season, mainly birds diving on the trawl
during hauling, hence high % were
released alive by the crew (white chin
petrel and sooty shearwaters). There were
also very few warp captures this season,
which in the squid fishery are almost
always white capped mollymawk’s.
The fleet completed around 760 tow’s in
SQU6T with reported 84% MPI observer
coverage, unfortunately there were two sea
lion captures this season (both early in the
season). The fishing-related mortality limit
(FRML) is 68 sea lions, the estimated
mortality calculated on the % of tows
completed this season was 8 animals, only
11.5% of the FRML.
In the last five squid seasons, there have
only been 8 observed sea lion mortalities,
with 5 year’s average observer coverage of
55 to 60%, clearly demonstrating the
effectiveness of the SLED and the hard
work of vessel operators and the
captains/crew is paying off. The current
information now showing pup mortality
from Klebsiella bacteria is a major cause of
concern to all.

The casualties have been very low this
season with most occurring in the nets
by my brave, but foolhardy, divingcousins. Thanks to Captain Dave and
his crew many (around a third) were
fortunately released alive. Not really
casualties; What!
My long range scouts tell me the
scampi fleet of 8 vessels are signing
up to the Deepwater Group ScampiVMP, this small group of vessels have
made big improvements to reduce risk
of captures over the past couple of
years and will now become part of the
well managed VMP programme.
There’s another free feed gone west!
My mate, Richard Wells has been
advising recreational fishers how to
reduce the risk of catching seabirds.
An MPI report has it that up to 80,000
recreational fishermen go fishing once
per week and the number of seabirds
believed to be caught ‘could be’ as
high as 40,000 a year! God help us if
that lot start coming down here, what!

Chow Albert

Giant-petrel taking ‘ownership’ of a codend of hoki

Who’s Feeding the Birds?
Recent comments and observations
from observers and captain’s on
deepsea vessels fishing on the Chatham
Rise and elsewhere, is much larger
numbers of birds are feeding very
aggressively behind the vessels and
really attacking the trawl as its being
hauled. A rough “back of the envelope”
look at the total estimated weight of fish
waste from all processing H&G factory
vessels on the Chatham Rise between
2008/09 and 2012/13 has reduced by
30%! (That’s three/four thousand tons
of fish waste not available to the birds).
Over the past decade there has also
been a large decrease in the total
number of deepwater trawlers, starting
when the hoki TAC more than halved
over the early 2000’s and more recently
with tighter controls on foreign charter
vessels, the fleet size, structure and its
catching capacity has been changing

Who’s my cousin?

Distributed widely over the Southern
Ocean. Feeds aggressively around Southern Ocean trawlers in summer. Bill; greyish-white with faint yellow tip
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each year, 6 to 7 years ago there were Around a third of the H&G fleet now
approximately 37 deepsea factory trawlers, mince or hash offal, only discharging a
now there’s 25.
‘seafood-chowder’ pumped overboard
In particular there has been a major which spreads out across hundreds of
reduction in H&G vessels without square metres of ocean behind the boat.
fishmeal plants which return fish waste to While smaller birds are observed feeding
the sea. Now approximately 60% of the on this chowder, the larger pieces of fish
factory fleet has meal plants compared to waste suited to bigger birds are gone, and
hence there is less activity from the larger
only 35% in 2007.
birds around the back of the boat.
While the figures show reducing volumes
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of fish waste available for birds to feed on,
the ‘type’ of offal and fish waste discharge
Recreational fishing - Reducing
has changed, the birds are getting less time
Seabird Catch Risk
to feed on less offal, as all trawlers over
• Manage what offcuts and bait you
28m have a VMP, of which the main
throw overboard so birds aren't
requirement is: ‘no continuous ad-hoc
tempted. Never throw any plastic
discharge’ H&G boats have no other
(netting or nylon snipped off) into
the sea – it is a death trap for
option but to either, ‘batch-discharge’ or
birds.
‘mince and pump-discharge’ all offal and
• Use good-quality gear. Birds have
fish waste.
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Batching or holding offal in a tank for
25/30 minutes, then discharging a ‘batch’
in less than 5 minutes, greatly reduces the
amount time the offal is available for birds
around the back of the boat and while it’s
still the same overall volume of fish-waste
as before as the ‘batch’ drifts back behind
the vessel with birds feeding on it, there’s
nothing to bring/attract them back to the
boat for another half an hour, minimising
the time birds can interact with the fishing
gear.

become accustomed to human
fishing habits, and know when to
lunge when hooks surface. Use
good sinkers that leave the surface
rapidly, and barbless hooks.
• Carry gear such a large towel to
help get the bird under control and
to protect yourself, and pliers to
help free hooked birds. If the hook
has been ingested, always cut the
nylon snood from the hook/leaving
hook in place, otherwise cut the
barb off and remove the hook!
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